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Project Introduction
 Landscape Architecture students in Ball State’s 5th year 
Urban Design studio created a masterplan for a redesign of the 
Nora community north of Indianapolis. The masterplan included 
new park space, streetscape redesign, proposed trails, and 
proposed bus routes. This was based on an intensive analysis of the 
existing conditions in Nora. We conducted this analysis through 
the lens of the 16 United Nations goals for sustainable 
development, which we distilled down into 5 categories: 
Demographics, Health, Education, Infrastructure, and Ecology.
 After the masterplan design was finished, the next steps were 
to decide on individual urban projects that would help realize the 
masterplan. Some chose to design the streetscapes and 
pedestrian crossings, some chose ecological enhancement projects, 
some chose park and garden design. All projects had to identify 
one under-represented group and design with them in mind as we 
strive to design a more inclusive Nora. 
 I chose to design a religious garden inclusive of people of all 
religions and inclusive of people with a lack of religion. 
The following document details the results of this design.
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Exploration Through Research
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Non-denominational Design
 I started my research with non-denominational design. I was specifically looking for 
design elements and concepts that manifest in many religions so that I could service many 
religions at once with my design. 
 The biggest design element that is shared by many religions is the axis mundi. This is 
a vertical element that denotes a connection to above and below. Many religions have some 
sort of idea about what is “above,” either literally or metaphorically. A few examples would be 
enlightenment from Buddhism, Heaven from Christianity, and Paradise from Islam. 
Similarly, many religions also have some idea about what is “below.” A few examples would be 
Hell from Christianity, ancestry from paganism, and reincarnation from Buddhism. Because 
of the many instances of these ideas in various religions, an axis mundi is imperative to
 include in my design.
 Many religions also instill a sense of peace into their believers, along with a strong 
sense of self. This is attributed to the fact that many religions give people a sort of code to live 
by. People are able to use religion to decide what is moral. People who identify strongly with 
the values in their religion will be more at peace and secure in themselves.
 Religion also generally appreciates nature. For example, Christians believe that God 
has designed this intricately beautiful natural world an appreciate the Lord for doing so for 
humankind. In Taoism, the natural world and the way things are and work naturally is an 
integral part of the religion. Atheism is also based in an appreciation of nature as natural law 
requires no faith.
 The final big thing in common in many religions is the need for social gathering. Many 
religions have authority figures like priests, pastors, and bishops who lead these social 
gatherings. The main goal is to help each other during these social gatherings. 



Exploration Through Research
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Biophilia
 Biophilia is design that draws inspiration from nature. This will be important as I try to 
immerse people in nature on my site. 
 One main aspect of biophilic site design is that built aspects draw inspiration from 
nature in terms of form language and materiality. This allows for the built environment to 
better blend with the surrounding natural elements on-site. These forms are also more 
familiar to potential users than more abstract designs. This allows users to feel more 
comfortable on the site. As well as built elements, systems also draw inspiration from nature. 
For example, a drainage system would use components like swales and natural filtration from 
rain gardens as opposed to piping the runoff underground. 
 Biophilia in site design promotes a direct experience of and connection to nature by 
emphasizing and mimicking the natural environment. This experience of and connection to 
nature promotes healing and restoration. To strengthen this experience of nature, biophilia 
can also be used to promote wildlife interaction. This can be done by mimicking ecosystems 
with high wildlife value in terms of food for wildlife.

Benefits of Religion
 I also wanted to look into the benefits of religion so that I could ensure I was 
maximizing these benefits as much as possible in my design. I would also like to provide 
these benefits for the non-religious who have less opportunity for the benefits because they 
are not affiliated with a religion. Many of the benefits of religion are social benefits, so they 
are achievable for people without religion. Religion fosters a sense of community and support 
because of the social gathering aspect. Many religious gatherings are also scheduled regularly, 
strengthening the sense of community and support. Religion also provides the opportunity 
for social connections and networking, as weird as that may sound. People in any given 
congregation or religious group will have many different jobs and talents, giving people 
opportunities for help when they need or want it. The last big benefit is a secure sense of self 
which, as mentioned earlier, comes from the moral code that religion gives people to live by.
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Restorative Garden Design
 Restorative garden design is a sort of garden for health. Gardens like this help to calm, 
refresh, and revitalize users, leaving them feeling mentally restored. There are a number of 
techniques that help to accomplish this and many of them have to do with sensory 
stimulation. One of these techniques involves utilizing a complex materials and planting 
palette. The complex materials palette provides many tactile opportunities. The diverse 
planting palette offers visual, tactile, and olfactory stimulation. The planting palette also 
allows for hearing stimulation by attracting things like birds and bees. Utilizing edible plants 
can also engage the sense of taste.
 Restorative gardens also provide a sense of escapism. This is accomplished by making 
the site have a distinct feeling and character different from the surrounding urban fabric. This 
sense of escapism helps to mentally separate people from any stressors in their life. 
Immersion in nature can be an effective way to accomplish this sense of escapism.
 Another psychological aspect of restorative gardens is the opportunity for prospect 
and refuge. Prospect provides people the opportunity to be seen out in the open while refuge 
allows people to see others without being seen. Prospect promotes a sense of self-confidence 
as users can choose to use these spaces when they feel the best about themselves. Refuge 
promotes a sense of comfort and safety.

Exploration Through Research

Contemplative Garden Design
 Contemplative garden design seems relevant to my design because many religions 
require meditation and personal contemplation. Atheist and agnostic people can also benefit 
from this as it will help them resolve problems that they may face in their  lives. 
 One of the most important aspects of a contemplative is refuge. This is a feeling of 
privacy, which allows for more focused contemplation and meditation.
 Another important aspect of contemplation is monotony. It is important to note that 
monotony is not necessarily boring or lazy design. It is a regular and repetitive design aspect. 
This monotony allows for people to zone out and completely get lost in their own heads. It 
is important that this opportunity for monotony can be experienced through walking and 
sitting on a given site.
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I have distilled the research findings into a simple diagram of the key take aways. 
Research Synopsis



Site Context Analysis
Health

Legend
Restaurants
Fast Food
Gyms
Monon Trail
Selected Site

0             .25           .5           1 Mile

Site Location
The project site is located along the Monon Trail 
on the southern side of 91st St. Trailhead 
parking is on the western side of the Monon 
along with the Indianapolis North Substation. 
This area will be redesigned for functionality. 
The Garden design will take place on the eastern 
side of the Monon Trail. 

Health Analysis
There are a number of food resources and a few 
recreation resources within reasonable walking 
distance of the site (15-20 minutes). This will 
allow users to leave the site for food and easily 
return to continue their religious practices or 
meditation and contemplation. This will also 
allow people traveling to and from gyms on the 
Monon trail to stop after their workout to wind 
down before traveling home.

Ecology Analysis
The site is located adjacent to Sherwood Forest. 
To ensure that the site fits with the surrounding 
ecology, the designed site should have ample 
tree cover. This will also help to give a more 
naturalized feel to the Monon Trail as well as 
making a step towards a more natural feeling 
developed area.
 Haverstick Creek runs through the 
northeastern portion of the site. This will pro-
vide a unique opportunity for separation of 
space as well as ecological celebration.

 0.5 Mile / 7.5-m
in W

alk

1 Mile / 15 min walk
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Demographic Analysis
According to data about 
Indianapolis and the surrounding 
areas, the majority of people are 
non-religious. The second largest 
group is Christianity. There is a 
small number of Muslim 
people, Jewish people, and people 
of Eastern faith

The Christian 
makeup is very 
diverse. Luckily 
many christian 
denominations 
have similar needs, 
so this will not 
be too difficult to 
design for.

Education Analysis
 There are a number of educational 
resources close to the site allowing the 
opportunity to make the site a pit stop after 
school. Parents may want their kids to visit the 
site to practice their religion, depending on the 
familial values. Young users can also use the site 
as a resource to freely explore various religious 
and spiritual ideologies if they are unsure how 
they identify. 
 Schools could also use the site as an 
educational resource if there are religious classes 
or history of religion classes in the community.

Economic Analysis
 The site is located between three 
different economic centers of the community. 
This proximity will allow the site to draw people 
into these centers. People may see the site while 
traveling to these commercial centers which will 
entice people to visit the site. 
 The center most likely to benefit from 
the site’s location is the Nora Plaza since it is the 
closest. People from the site may want to leave to 
get food, do some shopping, etc. before 
returning home. 
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Goals & Objectives
1. Create a space for religious, spiritual, and/or contemplative 
     activities 
 • Provide a connection to above and below
 • Provide opportunity for meditation, both sitting and 
    walking 
 • Provide space for religious gathering 
 • Provide a connection to nature 
2. Create a forested ecosystem on-site to connect with 
 surrounding “forested” areas 
 • Utilize native plantings to attract native wildlife 
 • Utilize natural materials 
 • Utilize biophilic forms for structures
3. Provide social connection opportunities 
 • Provide a kiosk for connecting with like-minded people
 • Provide gathering space
4. Create a restorative space 
 • Provide opportunity for prospect and refuge 
 • Utilize plantings for color, scent, and taste, and texture
 • Utilize running water for sound 
 • Utilize varying textures in elements that will be touched 
5. Create a space with good environmental quality 
 • Provide many different native plants for biodiversity 
 • Utilize surface drainage whenever possible

12



Programmatic Elements
• Parking
• Entry from the Monon Trail
• Main plaza with a sculptural axis mundi*
• Large Gathering Space
• Intermediate Gathering Space
• Small Gathering Space
• Appreciation of Nature Pods
• Seated Contemplation
• Walking Contemplation
• Meditative Labyrinth
• Tea garden
• Islamic Prayer and Gathering Space
• Pagan Gathering Space
• Buffer Zones

*An axis mundi is an implied connection to “above” and “below.” 
Many religions have some idea of above (Heaven, the heavens, 
paradise, cosmic force, etc.) and some idea of below (Hell, ancestral 
past, etc.).

These programmatic elements can be separated into private, 
semi-private, and public groups based on how many people should 
be using each space at a given time. 
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Concept 1: North-South Split
 This concept puts more public 
programs to the north of the site with 
more private programs to the south of the 
site. This will allow the private programs to 
be separated from the Monon Trail, 
parking, and plazas for a more private 
feeling. The northern areas of the site 
would contain gathering spaces and plazas 
while the southern areas would include 
meditation and contemplation space. 

Concept 2: Radiating
 This site organization would put 
public programs to the center of the site 
and spaces would get more private as you 
move to the edges of the site. This would 
allow for more individual space which 
may be necessary as many religions re-
quire individual space for meditation and 
prayer.

Concept 3: Separation
 Approaching design with 
separating spaces in mind would allow 
for certain areas to be dedicated to certain 
sets of religions. This may allow for people 
to feel more comfortable as they practice 
their beliefs because they would be 
surrounded by people with similar beliefs 
and values. The transition spaces would 
allow for connecting with community 
members who may share different beliefs.
This is the conceptual approach I decided 
to continue with in design. 
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Vision Statement
 This contemplative garden in a space for Nora residents or visitors to 
practice their religion, spirituality, or alternative belief system freely. It is a 
non-denominational space for all to enjoy and contemplate, even those who 
do not identify with religion or spirituality. It is a space to practice and 
contemplate one’s own beliefs regardless of what they are. 
 It provides opportunities for connecting with like-minded people to 
foster community and social interaction as well as celebrating religious 
diversity in Nora. This will allow users to be uplifted and validated by each 
other, promoting a strong sense of self within individuals. This social 
connection is achieved with a kiosk detailing different belief systems, number 
of people associated with those beliefs in the community, and information on 
meeting details. This will allow users to explore different religions and connect 
with what most resonates with them and the people with most similar views. 
There will also be space for gathering so these people can connect on-site. 
 The site creates a feeling of being immersed in nature by having a 
woodland character with diverse native plantings that attract wildlife. As well 
as this, natural materials and forms are used to strengthen the human 
connection to nature. This natural palette and forms will allow visitors to feel 
they are a part of the nature around them and meant to be there instead of 
giving a feeling of imposing on nature. As well as this, the plantings chosen 
will be specifically chosen to be touched and interacted with by visitors. These 
plantings will be vibrant, aromatic, interesting textured, and edible when 
possible to encourage users to interact with the nature on site. Users will leave 
the site feeling restored and assured in their own beliefs.
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0            100            200              400 ft.

1in.=100 ft.

 The site design includes many different spaces for many different forms of practice. The large 
congregation space is for anyone who may use it to gather as a large group. The sensory pods provide 
space for smaller groups of people (4-6) to gather and practice together. They also provide a space 
specifically for the non-religious to practice an appreciation for nature and contemplate natural law. 
The pagan gathering space provides opportunity for people of earth-based faiths to gather and 
practice together. This area also features a small herb garden which may be useful in offerings and 
other practices. The labyrinth provides meditative opportunity. The tea garden provides space for 
people of eastern-based religions to practice a tea procession. The various meditative opportunities 
also support the eastern-based faiths. The Islamic prayer pavilion provides Muslim people a space to

17
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pray and gather and meets their needs for washing with a fountain. It also denotes the direction 
towards Mecca with a flower bed with more vibrant flowers than the other beds surrounding the 
space. Each of these spaces is explained further in later sections.
 The parking entering the site is a break from the traditional parking forms which allow a 
person to feel more enclosed in nature immediately upon entering the site. The various paths 
provide opportunity for contemplation, meditation, and appreciation of nature. They also allow users 
to organically meet each other. This will allow people of different beliefs to get to know each other and 
understand different belief system which will foster religious acceptance and inclusivity within Nora. 
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          Dave Peterson
                 - 42 years old
                    - Pastor
                     - Married with       
                       3 children

           Terra Rodney
                 - 16 years old
                    - Attends   
           North Central  
          High School

          Admira Meskin
                 - 32 years old
                    - Immigrated   
          from Pakistan
                     - Married with       
                       2 children

          Chase Kersey
                 - 21 years old
                    - Unmarried
                     - Studying   
                   undergraduate  
        degree

      Brianna Saunders
                 - 26 years old
                    - Unmarried
          -Still exploring  
           and learning   
         about TaoismMethodist Christian

Taoist

Muslim

Atheist

Pagan

These are a few examples of the types of people who may use the site based on the amenities in the 
design. This is by no means an exhaustive list as the possible users are virtually endless.
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0            20             40              80 ft.

1in.=20 ft.

Kiosk

 The main entry to the site is located directly on the Monon Trail. This entry 
connects the parking, the Monon Trail, and the site. The path from this entry leads directly 
into the main entry plaza on the site.
 From the parking area, users walk along a path with naturalistic native plantings to 
establish a level of immersion in nature. Users then come to a semi-covered, small-scale 
plaza. Ultimately this plaza is a transition space and not necessarily meant to be stayed in 
for a long time. However, the size of the plaza allows the opportunity for it to be adapted 
into a seating pit stop along the Monon. 
 The biggest asset in this area of the site is the kiosk. This kiosk has basic information 
about the various different religions and ideologies in the community. Visitors can select 
their religion or ideology of choice to get a basic synopsis of the belief system. This kiosk 
also allows group leaders to register and provide contact information for those looking to 
join their group. Users then can also view meeting details for people and groups of that 
belief system so that people can connect with like-minded people.

20
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Entry From 
Monon Trail

Entry Plaza Axis mundi with
Library and Storage

Entry Plaza
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 The main entry plaza is the first stop for visitors of the site. All other amenties are 
accessible from paths off of the main plaza. Within the main plaza is the sculptural axis 
mundi. An axis mundi is a connection to above and below. This is religiously inmportant 
because many belief systems have some idea about what is “above” and “below” Earth 
either metaphorically or literally. The lower portion of the structure is a small room 
encased with what looks like roots. This space has room for a small library of various 
religious texts for exploration and practice. There is also a small storage space for those 
using the adjacent congregation space. The ocarved canopy of the axis mundi is meant to 
cast shadows on the pavement and invite people to look upwards.
 The adjacent congregation space is equipped with a stage, tiered seating, and an 
adaptive space for dancing, demonstrations, and anything else that may be necessary for a 
given group. The adaptive space overlooks Haverstick Creek for an increased connection 
to nature in this space.

Congregation Stage Congregation Seating Adaptive Space
Haverstick

 Creek
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Each pod has a different ecological 
character for a different experience. 
These pods provide opportunity for 
seated meditation and contemplation, 
small group meetings, and a mindful 
appreciation of nature.

         - Semi-wooded Wetland
         This pod’s proximity to the 
creek allows it to have a wetland 
microclimate. The pod has bald 
cypress trees and larger deciduous 
trees. The microclimate supports 
moss growth which helps to create a 
“green odor.” This “green odor is the 
general smell of a forest and 
promotes mental 
restoration.

         - Meadow and  Forest
         This pod has a forested 
character and the meadow 
adjacent to it bleeds into the area. 
This allows for the 
engagement of the sense of smell 
and opportunity for vibrant 
plantings. The mini-forest 
provides enclosure and 
privacy so a person can be fully 
immersed in nature

         - Traditional Woodland
         This pod features shade 
trees and understory trees and 
ground-level plantings. There is a 
large specimen tulip tree greeting 
visitors into the site. The 
traditional woodland again offers 
a “green odor,” but because of the 
lack of mosses, this “green odor” 
has a different character. This pod 
is less busy for those who may have 
more on their minds. 

         - Prairie
         This pod is immersed in a 
prairie area. The grasses gently 
sway in the wind providing a great 
visual meditation device, much 
like a visual metronome. Tall 
grasses help to buffer the plaza 
and congregation space to provide 
a more private feeling
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0             20             40               80 ft.
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 The labyrinth is a meditative space where people are meant to be able to zone out while 
doing the mundane task of following the path. Labyrinths may look like mazes, but there is only a 
single path through and no choices in direction, so people cannot get lost. A person walks along 
thee path to the center, spends time in the center if desired, and walks the same path out of the 
labyrinth. If walking slowly at a meditative pace, it would take a person around 5 minutes to reach 
the center of the labyrinth. With time spent in the center, a person can expect to spend 15-20 
minutes in the labyrinth. 
 The “walls” of the labyrinth are waist-high shrubs which allows other users to check 
whether a person is in the labyrinth already or not. That way, people can maintain a level of privacy 
and minimal interruption while in the labyrinth. 24
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0             30             60              120 ft.
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The Tea Garden offers space for people of eastern faith to perform the tea garden ceremony. The 
ceremony is largely attributed to zen Buddhism. However, the garden also offers meditation and 
contemplation space for people of other eastern faiths.

The ceremony starts with a procession through the tea garden. The practicing person walks 
mindfully through the garden admiring the beauty and appreciating nature. The main path 
through the garden  is of crushed white rocks. The sound that these rocks make as you walk 
on them is representative of cleansing the mind and the soul as the sound mimics the water 
in waves. This material choice is often seen in zen gardens for this purpose. Once the person 
reaches the tea house, they wash their hands in a fountain outside of the tea house. When the 
person enters the garden, they have cleansed their mind, body, and soul. Within the tea house, 
tea is prepared and drank in a very specific way.

The garden itself has berms by all of the paths. This helps to create a feeling of enclosure within 
the space. The islands created by the paths are soft hills. Color in plantings are used sparingly 
and intentionally. Many of the plantings are just varying shades of green

25
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0             20             40              80 ft.
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Paganism is an umbrella term 
for Earth-based faith. Many 
confuse paganism and Satanism 
because they both share the pentagram 
as a prominent symbol. However, Satanism 
and paganism are very different and the 
orientation of the pentagram denotes the 
difference. In paganism, the points of the star 
represent the four elements and the fifth point which 
points upwards represents the soul. In Satanism, the fifth 
point is oriented downward to represent Satan. In this design,
the pentagram built into the pavement is oriented to the north
to denote paganism.
 
The path towards the gathering plaza has a small herb garden for users to collect from and use in their practice.
Along with a pentagram, the plaza also has a circular stone table in the center aand multiple moveable stone 
stools. 
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 The Islamic prayer pavilion is an area for Muslim people to gather and pray. 
The pavilion is equipped with a centralized fountain for the washing rituals that take 
place before prayer. The flower beds surrounding the pavilion are generally simply 
planted, except for the bed that faces Mecca. This bed is planted more intricately and 
vibrantly to signify the direction towards Mecca.
 During prayer. each person needs approximately 8 square feet. The pavilion has 
been sized to accommodate the Muslim population based on the demographic 
percentage, and allowed room for that population to double. The space has been 
designed to accommodate the entire population because every Friday, all male 
Muslim people are supposed to gather and pray together. Females are allowed to join, 
but not required. If everyone chooses to gather, there will be plenty of space to do so. 
If Islam gains more prominence in the area, there will be space to accommodate that 
growth as well. 

Islamic Prayer Pavilion
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 The religiously inclusive garden helps people practice their beliefs freely 
regardless of what they are. The various spaces provide opportunity for gathering, 
meditation, contemplation, and appreciation of nature as well as prayer and places 
for specific practices. Based on the demographics available, the space is useful to 
everyone represented and services other religions as well to account for community 
growth. The technology kiosk is integral in connecting and informing the 
community, fostering tolerance. 
 The following chart shows the specific ways in which my design supports 
inclusivity in the space.

Conclusions

People Place Time Function Trends Technology

Information kiosk 

allows people to 

connect with 

people of similar 

beliefs and values. 

Community: The 

garden is designed 

to accommodate 

large gatherings 

for community 

groups.

Actively promotes 

and educates 

about different 

religions and belief 

systems. 

Semi-forested 

ecology to support 

surrounding 

ecological areas.

Utilizes religious 

demographic 

information to 

inform design 

needs.

Biophilia
Provides adaptive 

space to allow for 

programmatic 

changes if time and 

circumstance calls 

for it.

Various religious, 

spiritual, and 

contemplative 

programs including: 

meditative space, 

gathering space, 

appreciation of 

nature, educational 

exploration

Individuals: The 

site is designed to 

accommodate any 

individual's 

spiritual, religious, 

and belief 

practices.

Inclusive Urban Design




